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fibreoptic bronchoscopy in neonates over the past 7
years.  The indications for FFB procedure in our series
were comparable to other studies [3,4].  Midulla, et al. [5]
also noted that airway malacias were the most significant
causes of persistent unexplained respiratory distress in
the neonate.  Our findings of laryngomalacia being the
most common etiology for stridor on FFB was similar to a
previous report [6]. Raine,  et al. [7] reported a diagnostic
yield of 86% with FFB; a finding similar to the 87.5%
noted in the present study.  In contrast, Kabra, et al. [8] in
a recent audit in children in India reported a diagnostic
yield of 34%, but that study included children of all ages.

Bronchoalveolar lavage sample analysis can be
particularly useful in directing treatment. The
microbiological yield of 30.7% in the present study is
lower than that reported by Terkawi, et al. [9] but higher
than that reported by Yuan, et al. [10].  The differences
noted can be due to antibiotic therapy, contamination or
dilution of samples.

Our experience suggests that the procedure is very
safe in experienced hands, as also noted in other studies
[11,12].  FFB is a safe and useful procedure in the
neonatal ICU that can help neonatologists to diagnose
and manage persistent or unexplained respiratory
problems in neonates.
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Correction to: Wrist Deformity in Children and Adolescents With βββββ-thalassemia on Oral Iron Chelation Therapy

In the article by Merchant, et al., “Wrist deformity in children and adolescents with β-thalassemia on oral iron chelation therapy,”
which appeared in the January, 2019 issue of the journal (Indian Pediatr. 2019;56:41-44. DOI:  https://doi.org/10.1007/s13312-
019-1465-y), the following corrections are needed: (i) On page 43, in the first column, third paragraph, lines 14-18 read, “However,
Sharma, et al. [5] noted the radiological features in wrist X-rays taken incidentally for determining bone age; clinical ulnar deviation
at the wrist joint was not noted in this study.We clinically identified this wrist deformity and imaging was done subsequently.”
These have been changed to read, “However, Sharma, et al. [5] reported abnormal wrist X-ray findings in 13 out of 40 patients
receiving deferiprone; clinical ulnar deviation at the wrist joint was noted in 4 patients in their series.” (ii) On page 43, in the first
column, last paragraph, the first two sentences read, “We postulate that the anti-proliferative effect of DFP may explain the toxic
effects on the growth cartilage.The ulnar epiphysis develops approximately between four to six years of age [12], the age at which
all our patients had been receiving deferiprone, and this may explain the propensity for ulnar changes.” These have been changed to
read, “Sharma, et al. [5] previously postulated that the anti-proliferative effect of DFP may explain the toxic effects on the growth
cartilage. They further explained the propensity for ulnar changes as ulnar epiphysis develops approximately between four to six
years of age [12], the age at which all their patients had been receiving deferiprone.”

These corrections have been made to the current online version of the article, which is available at https://www.indianpediatrics.net/
jan2019/current.htm.


